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the thin man 1934 is a detective novel by dashiell hammett originally published in a condensed version in the december
1933 issue of redbook it appeared in book form the following month a film series followed featuring the main characters
nick and nora charles and hammett was hired to provide scripts for the first two the thin man is a media franchise
featuring detective characters nick and nora charles based on the 1934 novel of the same name by dashiell hammett the
franchise includes six theatrical films one radio series and one television series 35 471 ratings2 797 reviews nick and nora
charles are hammett s most enchanting creations a rich glamorous couple who solve homicides in between wisecracks and
martinis at once knowing and unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder mystery that doubles as a sophisticated
comedy of manners the thin man is a 1934 american pre code comedy mystery film directed by w s van dyke and based on
the 1934 novel of the same name by dashiell hammett the film stars william powell and myrna loy as nick and nora charles
a leisure class couple who enjoy copious drinking and flirtatious banter nick and nora charles are among dashiell hammett
s most alluring creations a rich glamourous couple who solve homicides in between wisecracks and martinis at once
knowing and unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder mystery that doubles as a sophisticated comedy of manners
the thin man is a mystery novel by dashiell hammett first published in a condensed version in redbook magazine in 1933
and then as a book in 1934 it was hammett s sixth novel and the only one to feature nick and nora charles the thin man
novel by dashiell hammett published in 1934 hammett s portrayal of sophisticated new york café society during prohibition
and his witty protagonists nick and nora charles made this the most popular of his works if not the most successful
critically nick and nora charles are among dashiell hammett s most alluring creations a rich glamourous couple who solve
homicides in between wisecracks and martinis at once knowing and unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder
mystery that doubles as a sophisticated comedy of manners nick and nora charles are among dashiell hammett s most
alluring creations a rich glamourous couple who solve homicides in between wisecracks and martinis at once knowing and
unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder mystery that doubles as a sophisticated comedy of manners featuring an
involving mystery and sparkling repartee between william powell and myrna loy the thin man is an endlessly charming
romp read critics reviews dashiell hammett s 1934 novel the thin man is a small but dense piece of detective fiction which
follows a former detective nick charles short for the greek charalambides in this detective novel dashiell hammett
introduced what became the iconic crime solving couple nick and nora charles although nick has supposedly been retired
for six years from the wisecracks and cocktails abound in dashell hammett s the thin man as nick and nora charles travel
the world of the wealthy and the romantic searching for the elusive killer of members of nyc s high society nick and nora
charles are among dashiell hammett s most alluring creations a rich glamourous couple who solve homicides in between
wisecracks and martinis at once knowing and unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder mystery that doubles as a
sophisticated comedy of manners the return of the thin man is a hugely entertaining read that brings back two classic
characters from one of the greatest of mystery writers who ever lived this book is destined to become essential reading for
hammett s millions of fans and a new generation of mystery readers the world over among the characters he created are
sam spade the maltese falcon nick and nora charles the thin man the continental op red harvest and the dain curse and the
comic strip character secret agent x 9 the thin man by hammett dashiell 1894 1961 publication date 1979 topics fiction in
english fiction in english american writers 1900 1945 texts publisher detective and mystery stories the thin man is the
most famous of all of hammett s tough hard bitten novels featuring ex sleuth nick charles his wife nora and their dog asta
originally published 1934 access restricted item wisecracks and cocktails abound in dashell hammett s the thin man as
nick and nora charles travel the world of the wealthy and the romantic searching for the elusive killer of members of nyc s
high society dashiell hammett s the thin man invented a new kind of crime fiction it was hard boiled but also light hearted
funny with a hint of homicide nick and nora charles and asta their
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the thin man wikipedia Apr 22 2024
the thin man 1934 is a detective novel by dashiell hammett originally published in a condensed version in the december
1933 issue of redbook it appeared in book form the following month a film series followed featuring the main characters
nick and nora charles and hammett was hired to provide scripts for the first two

the thin man film series wikipedia Mar 21 2024
the thin man is a media franchise featuring detective characters nick and nora charles based on the 1934 novel of the same
name by dashiell hammett the franchise includes six theatrical films one radio series and one television series

the thin man by dashiell hammett goodreads Feb 20 2024
35 471 ratings2 797 reviews nick and nora charles are hammett s most enchanting creations a rich glamorous couple who
solve homicides in between wisecracks and martinis at once knowing and unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder
mystery that doubles as a sophisticated comedy of manners

the thin man film wikipedia Jan 19 2024
the thin man is a 1934 american pre code comedy mystery film directed by w s van dyke and based on the 1934 novel of
the same name by dashiell hammett the film stars william powell and myrna loy as nick and nora charles a leisure class
couple who enjoy copious drinking and flirtatious banter

the thin man kindle edition by hammett dashiell mystery Dec 18 2023
nick and nora charles are among dashiell hammett s most alluring creations a rich glamourous couple who solve homicides
in between wisecracks and martinis at once knowing and unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder mystery that
doubles as a sophisticated comedy of manners

the thin man summary and study guide supersummary Nov 17 2023
the thin man is a mystery novel by dashiell hammett first published in a condensed version in redbook magazine in 1933
and then as a book in 1934 it was hammett s sixth novel and the only one to feature nick and nora charles

the thin man detective fiction mystery crime britannica Oct 16 2023
the thin man novel by dashiell hammett published in 1934 hammett s portrayal of sophisticated new york café society
during prohibition and his witty protagonists nick and nora charles made this the most popular of his works if not the most
successful critically

the thin man by dashiell hammett 9780679722632 Sep 15 2023
nick and nora charles are among dashiell hammett s most alluring creations a rich glamourous couple who solve homicides
in between wisecracks and martinis at once knowing and unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder mystery that
doubles as a sophisticated comedy of manners

the thin man dashiell hammett 9780679722632 amazon com books Aug
14 2023
nick and nora charles are among dashiell hammett s most alluring creations a rich glamourous couple who solve homicides
in between wisecracks and martinis at once knowing and unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder mystery that
doubles as a sophisticated comedy of manners

the thin man rotten tomatoes Jul 13 2023
featuring an involving mystery and sparkling repartee between william powell and myrna loy the thin man is an endlessly
charming romp read critics reviews
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the thin man summary enotes com Jun 12 2023
dashiell hammett s 1934 novel the thin man is a small but dense piece of detective fiction which follows a former detective
nick charles short for the greek charalambides

the thin man analysis enotes com May 11 2023
in this detective novel dashiell hammett introduced what became the iconic crime solving couple nick and nora charles
although nick has supposedly been retired for six years from the

the thin man first edition dashiell hammett amazon com books Apr 10
2023
wisecracks and cocktails abound in dashell hammett s the thin man as nick and nora charles travel the world of the
wealthy and the romantic searching for the elusive killer of members of nyc s high society

the thin man by dashiell hammett paperback barnes noble Mar 09 2023
nick and nora charles are among dashiell hammett s most alluring creations a rich glamourous couple who solve homicides
in between wisecracks and martinis at once knowing and unabashedly romantic the thin man is a murder mystery that
doubles as a sophisticated comedy of manners

return of the thin man by dashiell hammett goodreads Feb 08 2023
the return of the thin man is a hugely entertaining read that brings back two classic characters from one of the greatest of
mystery writers who ever lived this book is destined to become essential reading for hammett s millions of fans and a new
generation of mystery readers the world over

dashiell hammett wikipedia Jan 07 2023
among the characters he created are sam spade the maltese falcon nick and nora charles the thin man the continental op
red harvest and the dain curse and the comic strip character secret agent x 9

the thin man hammett dashiell 1894 1961 free download Dec 06 2022
the thin man by hammett dashiell 1894 1961 publication date 1979 topics fiction in english fiction in english american
writers 1900 1945 texts publisher

the thin man hammett dashiell 1894 1961 free download Nov 05 2022
detective and mystery stories the thin man is the most famous of all of hammett s tough hard bitten novels featuring ex
sleuth nick charles his wife nora and their dog asta originally published 1934 access restricted item

thin man the dashiell hammett william dufris Oct 04 2022
wisecracks and cocktails abound in dashell hammett s the thin man as nick and nora charles travel the world of the
wealthy and the romantic searching for the elusive killer of members of nyc s high society

nick nora and asta return in thin man novellas npr Sep 03 2022
dashiell hammett s the thin man invented a new kind of crime fiction it was hard boiled but also light hearted funny with a
hint of homicide nick and nora charles and asta their
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